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The recent statement from Chester Bennington's
family confirms that Linkin Park singer Chester
Bennington has passed away at the age of 41
after a suspected overdose at his Los Angeles
home on Wednesday morning. In a statement
released to the press on Thursday, the singer's

family asks for privacy at this time, and expresses
gratitude to fans and the music community for the
outpouring of love and support following Chester's
death. Take it from us, this colossal video blew us

away. That whole room, on the floor, with the
hands, the faces. We're like... did it happen or

what? You're probably thinking, "I'm guessing this
is the (and this will be the) one Linkin Park video I
always watch in my lifetime." Before Linkin Park
began making rock albums in 2000, they made
two albums of pretty much everything else: the
time-tested and seldom-represented electro-pop
of Meteora and the similarly unusual or eclectic

rave-pop of Hybrid Theory. These two albums took
them beyond what they were, all the way back to
Linkin Park the band circa prior to the departure of
the late rapper Mr. Hudson. And then they began
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making rock albums. In September 2013, Linkin
Park published a trailer for their then-untitled

sixth album featuring a song sung by Mark
Hoppus of Blink 182 called "Guilty All the Same".
The album was originally set for release in 2013,
but that release was cancelled. The album was

originally set for release in 2014, but that release
was also cancelled. The blueprint for this new

music wasnt some random, wacky experiment; it
wasnt as though Linkin Park had decided one day
that they were going to sing death metal in front
of a massive wall of mikes. Its more the case that
theyre like the best tennis players in the world, in
that nothing is a loss, no failure to be found. And

given their immaculate pop songcraft, hyper-
intense singing and musicianship, theyll always be
capable of going even further (the question is, are
they really that into this now?). On certain tracks,

theyre all primed to let rip, and rather than
repeating themselves, theyll tackle something

different: a metal riff? A Latin percussion flourish?
A thrashy lead break? Its a bit like watching a
manic, exhausted athlete running through a

badminton singles practice session – to watch
them summon all their energy, channel it and get

the right break out is truly thrilling.
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one thing i can say for linkin park is that their
music videos are better than a lot of other bands.
i mean it is a problem that i have to admit. there’s

plenty of other music videos out there that are
good, but i honestly don’t think there are any that
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are better than the linkin park ones. there’s plenty
of other music videos that are better than those,

of course, but the linkin park ones are really
interesting and they really work. a lot of people

have probably not even noticed that this has not
been the first video they have seen. they know

what they are seeing, but they don’t really know
why, or where that theme is coming from. they
just know that they like the linkin park music

video. this track numb has been regarded as one
of the most successful songs ever written by a
metal band. so i can guess that the linkin park
music video is just as successful in terms of the

concept that it embraces. it’s not so much just the
music video itself as the choice of the music video

as well, as there are only a few people who
remember this track. hear the new single as it was

meant to be heard on vevo: a spectacular, four-
star produced live movie set on an xbox 360,
complete with coke, a stripper, and a group of

rotating directors and producers. thats quite a lot
of video content for a single, and linkin park seem
to relish in its diy status, recreating the vibe of the
texas mass exodus for a mobile studio (apart from

a gta playlist and some liverpool v west ham
footage: a dream). its also a pretty faithful

representation of the track itself, the bassline and
electric guitar interplay typical of the hahns-led

phase of the band. that the video is a bit of a slog
is the only negative, given that there are some
great shots to admire the leads rarely sound

better, and that it could use a little more
flamboyance to really capitalise on its profile.
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